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David Smolin’s article Of Orphans and 
Adoption strikes hard at both the theology 
and practice of what Christianity Today 

recently called “the burgeoning orphan care 
movement.” Smolin’s attack is theologically 
substantive and offers numerous criticisms that this 
growing movement would do well to apply with 
diligent self-scrutiny. Sadly, however, the article 
ultimately gets many details right while missing 
far larger and more important truths. In the end, it 
loses grip on both the Bible’s grand narrative and 
the realities of today’s global Christian orphan care 
movement.

Start by Listening
 Any movement seeking to reflect God’s heart for 
justice and mercy is highly vulnerable to excess and 
error. This is as true of today’s Christian adoption 
and orphan care advocates as it was with those 
championing Abolition and Civil Rights. The justice 
of a cause can easily blind us to folly in our tactics. 
So it’s always best to begin by listening to criticism, 
even if it carries major blind spots of its own. Here 
are a few especially important of Smolin’s critiques.
 Unethical Adoptions. Adoption advocates should 
be the most aggressive in rooting out even hints of 
corruption in adoption processes. Admittedly, those 
who’ve labored long in fields of complex human 
needs know that the standard for their work can’t be 
perfection, or most such efforts would be shuttered 
tomorrow. (Recall the way food relief sent to 
Somalia was diverted to empower brutal warlords, 
or how U.N. soldiers imported tuberculosis to 
Haiti.) Yet Christian adoption advocates must 
lead in refining systems, applying regulations and 
prosecuting corruption to minimize potential for 
abuse.
 Theology. Adoption is certainly not the only 
metaphor for God’s relationship with His people. 
Rather, biblical images range from shepherd to potter 
to bridegroom. As Smolin points out, Scripture’s use 
of the word “adoption” is sparse, as are its examples 
of earthly adoption. As with the Abolition and Civil 
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Rights movements’ sometimes-narrow focus on 
the Exodus, adoption advocates may miss other key 
biblical themes and metaphors if they emphasize 
only their favorites. So it’s important to affirm that 
adoption is one among many compelling biblical 
metaphors.
 Full Spectrum Response. Finally, a holistic vision 
of orphan care includes much more than adoption. 
Today’s broad Christian orphan care movement 
began especially with families and leaders passionate 
for adoption. This reality highlights the positive way 
in which international adoption often becomes 
a catalyst for a long-term, multi-faceted concern 
for orphans. Yet the flip side is that the movement, 
especially in its early days, under-emphasized the 
wide spectrum of responses required to address the 
highly diverse situations facing orphans worldwide.
 Only about 10% of children classified as orphans 
have actually lost both parents (an estimated 
18.3 million worldwide.) And even many of 
these “double orphans” have extended family or 
community that might be willing to take them in. 
So Christians should always view care for orphans as 
encompassing a broad spectrum of responses—from 
emergency shelter to kinship care. (See more on this 
via the Core Principles of the Christian Alliance for 
Orphans.) This spectrum includes efforts to keep 
struggling families together, as so many Christian 
ministries do via micro-finance, community 
development and other initiatives. 
 Other Issues. Beyond these points, many other 
issues call for self-critique and self-correction 
within the movement. These include giving 
fuller consideration and honor to birthmothers; 
developing alternatives to institutional care for 
orphans worldwide; and bolstering local church 
support for families that foster or adopt children 
from difficult backgrounds.

What the Critics Miss
 Even while embracing these critiques, it’s 
vital to keep a grip on the deeper realities that 
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echo throughout Scripture and the orphan care 
movement itself. These include:
 Scripture’s Grand Narrative. As Smolin’s analysis 
hammers home, the word “adoption” is used rarely 
throughout the Bible. What the article misses, 
however, is that the story of adoption is written 
on virtually its every page. The heart of Scripture, 
the gospel, is the sweeping narrative of the God 
whose creatures rebelled and now live destitute and 
alone. Yet though we have no claim on Him save 
love, God seeks us and rescues us at infinite cost 
to Himself. He pays an unimaginable price so that 
we by rights can become His children (John 1:12). 
In this, He invites us to live as his true daughters 
and sons, and to call Him our Abba (for example, 
Romans 8; Galatians 4; Romans 9:8; Galatians 3:26; 
1 John 3:1-2.)
 All of this is foretold in God’s selection of the 
Jews as uniquely His, and comes to full bloom in 
the New Testament church. As Paul poignantly 
describes (without using the word “adoption”), “In 
the very place where it was said to them, ‘You are 
not my people,’ there they will be called ‘children of 
the living God’” (Romans 9:26, quoting Hosea).
 Motivated by this breathtaking reality—and also 
obedient to Scripture’s clear mandate to protect and 
care for the fatherless—Christians are rising to care 
for orphans in ways not seen in generations.
 A Multi-Faceted Movement. This response certainly 
includes inter-country adoption.  Despite rising 
restrictions by foreign governments, thousands 
upon thousands of children, who otherwise would 
have grown up in institutions or on the street, have 
found loving homes. It is worth noting, too, that 
many Christians are now adopting especially hard-
to-place children, from special needs and sibling 
groups to older children. Critics typically ignore 
this often breathtaking story. 
 Critics also tend to miss the fact that, although 
international adoption tends to be particularly 
visible, it is just one element of the growing 
movement. Consider the remarkable data from 
the 2011 ECFA “State of Giving Report.” Of 29 
categories of Christian giving, an amazing three of 
the four categories that saw the greatest increase 
in giving were directly related to orphans and 
vulnerable children. Yes, this included support of 
adoption (15% increase in giving)—but also orphan 
care (21% increase) and child sponsorship (24% 
increase). The reality is that most of the member 

organizations of the Christian Alliance for Orphans, 
including many adoption agencies, are actively 
involved in diverse forms of on-the-ground orphan 
care, ranging from education programs to micro-
finance to indigenous adoption efforts. 
 Likewise, the movement also encompasses foster 
care and foster-to-adopt as well. In Colorado, even 
nonreligious observers like the Denver Post affirm 
that Christian engagement has literally cut the 
number of “waiting children” in the foster system 
by half, from 800 to less than 400. 
 Other robust Christian foster care initiatives 
are thriving from Florida to Kentucky to Texas to 
Arkansas to Illinois to Oklahoma to California. A 
piece in the Wall Street Journal gave one glimpse of 
the result. “As more and more evangelical churches 
take up the cause of [foster-to-adopt] on a large 
scale, their congregations have begun to look like 
the multiracial sea of faces that Christian leaders 
often talk about wanting.”
 It is my deepest prayer that this vision will 
spring up in the local church worldwide—so that 
ultimately, Christians in every nation will rise as the 
primary answer to the needs of orphans in their 
midst.  That’s why the Christian Alliance for Orphans 
recently created a new senior position devoted 
100% to encouraging and serving indigenous 
Christian orphan care movements worldwide. 
Many such movements are already stirring, and the 
support of U.S. Christians—if offered humbly and 
wisely—can play a pivotal role to nurture a truly 
global movement in which local churches across 
the globe take primary responsibility for orphans in 
each community. 

The Priority of Family
 Again, Christian adoption advocates have an 
obligation to affirm and learn from criticism without 
yielding to its excesses. We must prosecute unethical 
adoptions . . . but not demand impossible standards 
that relegate children to life without parents. We 
must seek to understand and comfort adult adoptees 
that carry wounds from early childhood or adoptive 
parents’ mistakes . . . while not forgetting that most 
adopted children thrive in the long run. 
 Most importantly, while supporting a full 
spectrum of care options for orphans, we must 
never lose grip on a foundational truth: children 
need families. What adoption critics seem to forget, 
(but no orphan ever does) is that the need for the 
love and belonging of family is far deeper than skin 
color or ethnicity or place of birth. 
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 To be clear, many adoption critics will 
acknowledge the importance of family, often 
sincerely. And yet tellingly, this most fundamental 
of needs often fades to the background of their 
arguments. They (rightly) warn of tragic scenarios of 
adoption fraud or gross wrongs inflicted by adoptive 
parents. Yet rarely do they detail the literal horrors 
that children so commonly experience on the streets 
or in orphanages. They spotlight ghastly-yet-rare 
examples of children being misclassified as orphans 
and then “trafficked” into families via adoption, yet 
they ignore the vast numbers of orphans trafficked 
into sexual exploitation every day precisely because 
they don’t have parents to protect them. The critics 
are not mistaken in their concerns—but often miss 
the forest as they broadcast the flaws of certain trees. 
 God made families for children. Social science 
echoes Scripture in this regard. The futures 
awaiting young adults who “emancipate” from 
the U.S. foster system without being adopted are 
sheer tragedy. By their mid-20s, less than half are 
employed. More than 80 percent of males have been 
arrested, versus 17 percent overall. With women, 68 
percent are on food stamps, compared to 7 percent 
overall.  Similarly tragic consequences of growing 
up without a family are seen globally as well, from 
stunted size and intellect to emotional trauma. One 
startling yet representative study in Romania by 
Harvard professor Charles Nelson found that up to 
age 3, children’s IQ decreased by nearly one point 
for every two months spent in an orphanage. 
 Certainly, care outside of families is sometimes 
necessitated by the world’s great brokenness. And 
well-run residential programs, particularly small 
ones, produce vastly better outcomes than life on 
the streets. But ultimately, neither the attacks of 
critics nor the necessity of triage measures should 
obscure the ideal. Every child deserves a family. 

Conclusion
 Christians, of all people, know intuitively the 
reality argued for in this paper. When destitute and 
alone, we were pursued and rescued, adopted, given 
a permanent place in the family of God. He is not 
merely requiring obedience in calling us to “defend 
the fatherless” (Isaiah 1:17). He is calling us to reflect 
His character, for He is a “defender of the fatherless.” 
(Dt. 10:18.) As Psalm 68 describes, “A father to the 
fatherless, a defender of widows, is God in his holy 
dwelling. God sets the lonely in families . . . . ” 

 We’re never more His children than when we 
seek to do the same. Christians, at their best, have 
reflected this character since the earliest days of the 
church. Thankfully, despite the ongoing need for 
self-critique, this commitment is as vibrant in the 
church today as it ever has been. In this, we make 
God’s character and the gospel itself visible to a 
watching world. 
 As one non-religious magazine described 
Orphan Sunday last November, “Christian churches 
across the country have taken up, or in many cases, 
taken back orphan care as a tenet of their faith. 
Reconnecting with and answering the call to care 
for the widows and orphans in their midst…is the 
message of the day in churches all across America. 
It’s time to celebrate and give thanks.”
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